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You know how just hearing a name, you picture the face that comes

with it— even if you've never met the person? Or sometimes you pass

a stranger on the street and for the heck of it, you'd think that a name

suits their features and It's always the most amusing thing when they

don't match.

I did as I was told, got in a cab with my head hung low until we

stopped at an apartment complex that could easily blend in with the

city. Brick lines walls, several steps up to the doors. I make my way

inside, trying to make myself as subtle and as small as I could.

The inside was much warmer and kept than I had expected. Cream

colored walls, with little cracks running down the corners. There

wasn't much space, just an array of lockers that lined one side of the

room, which I assumed served as some sort of mailbox while the

stairs began just a few steps from the door. I wasted no time in leisure

and began my journey up the stairs but apparently, I wasn't as keen

as I had hoped because as soon as I reach the second level, my body

half collides with another.

I'm not given a chance to see who exactly I had nearly knocked back

when they scramble to get past me, only leaving me with the sight of

a black hood pulled all the way over their head as they rush down the

steps with urgency. It was strange, but I had seen stranger so I willed

it out of my thoughts and proceeded as I was told.

Natasha's words lingered in my head, her instructions crisp and clear

and so when I knocked on Marty's door— I didn't really know what I

was expecting. Maybe an old man, around his mid 40's with a stone

cold face just like Natasha's and eyes that have seen what lingered in

the darkness. Something along those rigid lines.

What I didn't expect, was a 10 year old girl to answer the door. a1

The little girl stood before me, hair tied into a bun as her light brown

eyes looked back at me in irritation. She was in a grey hoodie, barely

even looking her age with all that attitude smeared on her small face.

"Is... Marty here?" I hesitate for a moment, easily peering inside over

her head as she stood tall, an uninterested look plastered on her face

as she crossed her arms over her chest.

"What do you want?" She responds, a brow raised like every passing

second was a waste of her time. I've quite literally killed men ten

times her size, really powerful men and yet I found myself severely

uneasy, almost nervous under her scrutinizing gaze.

"I was told to ask for Marty. Widow sent me?" It falls from my lips with

uncertainty, more of a question than an actual statement as her face

visibly lightens— once again eyeing me from head to toe before

walking away without another word.

She le  the door open, creaking lightly with the wind as I took the

chance to peek my head further inside. It looked like any other

apartment, dishes on the sink, used cups on the tables along with

empty takeout boxes. Then my eyes gloss over a cabinet, right next to

the television in the corner of the room. It was an armory, little holes

punctures into the doors to vaguely show an array of weapons that

hung within. When footsteps taint the air, I almost jump back into

place, clearing my throat as the girl shows up holding a set of keys

that she promptly hands over to me.

"Wednesday is trash day. Thursday is laundry day. Use your own

detergent." The girl instructs flatly, almost rehearsed as the key falls

into the palm of my hands.

What the fuck?

She could detect my confusion as I stood frozen, probably looking

like an idiot with the keys in my hands and a troubled look on my

face. She releases a he y sigh, leaning back against her doorframe as

she only looks at me with bored anticipation.

"What?" She finally spits, harsh and irritated as I take a quick step

back.

"No it's just— you're Marty?" She rolls her eyes at my words, but

there's a look on her face that says she's done this before.

"Martina. Nat's the only one who calls me Marty. Any more questions

or are you going to stop being a pain in my ass now?" She quickly

fires, clearly over the conversation as I o er her a quick nod. Before I

could even get another word out, the door slams in my face and I'm

le  dumbfounded and still— utterly confused.

With the keys then in my possession, I tread up the long flights of

stairs— mainly because the elevator was broken and Natasha's

apartment was so graciously on the ninth floor and Marty's was only

on the second. I'm not the biggest fitness bu , but seven flights of

stairs wouldn't have phased me if I wasn't poisioned and thrown

around the past couple of hours. By the time I reach the top, my lungs

genuinely felt like they'd deflate and crinkle up like a raisin.

I finally reach the door, clicking the lock open and stepping inside. It

was relatively dark, so my hands roam the wall until I find a switch

and when the lights flick on— i'm once again spiraling into surprise.

Natasha isn't the... warmest person i've met. Honestly, i'd even

consider making her laugh as a win— since it was ever so rare. Her

room back at the compound was so sleek, so organized, neat and

impersonal.

No pictures on the wall, no trinkets— nothing to ever indicate who

she is. I bet if I didn't know it was Nat's room, i'd have never guessed

who it belonged to. All she had in there were essentials, her clothes

all swept away into drawers— even her bathroom was spotless with

only a single toothbrush and a tube of toothpaste in a cup to litter her

counter.

What stood before me was an actual home. Decorations, lights,

pictures— everything. On the shelves next to the television were at

least fi y vinyl records, fake ivy crawled up her walls, entangled with

dainty fairy lights. Trophies sat on mantles, books were on tables and

an array of used ballet shoes tucked away under the TV stand. I

almost felt like I had been thrown into Natasha's head, every piece of

furniture, every little trinket and detail holding a fragment of all she

kept behind her brave face.

"Wow." I breathe out, standing in the middle of the living room in

complete and utter awe.

Every step I took was with utmost care, my feet almost lingering on

the floorboards with all the disbelief engulfing me whole. I tread

down the short hallway, only riddled with two doors on each side.

One was the bathroom, which— again, looked cluttered and cozy.

Toothbrushes and hair curlers and even wigs. An empty laundry

basket in the corner and a small pile of used makeup littered the

counter which probably wasn't cause for such awe but the di erence

was astounding.

The bedroom was just how I expected it, warm colored duvets and

pillow cases, a record player in the corner, even more books on the

nighstand and a pile of clothes on a chair. I fully expected to arrive to

some tired, bleak apartment that I envisioned Natasha only using for

the purpose of convenience or work. This was nothing like that— not

at all.

So with all the time in my hands and the remnants of such a tainted

night painted on my skin, the first thing I do is take a shower. So I

carefully set Nat's blazer down on the chair in the bedroom, heading

for the showers as the charm begins to die down. Eventually a er a

few drawers, I find a batch of fresh towels and strip out of my dress—

standing by the mirror in the bare as dried blood peppered my body.

With the wonder completely torn o , all I was le  with was the

a ermath. Everything around me did somewhat feel like a home—

but I was all alone again. I might as well have gone back to a holding

cell, only better decorated. My heart sinks in my chest as I step into

the shower, turning the knob as the warm water promptly begins to

cascade down my body.

When I close my eyes, I can see their faces. Each and every one, all

painted with disappointment, hurt— fear. Wanda's tired, desperate

eyes, her frail voice, the sensation of her arms around me, breaking

my fall. It was all haunting. I remember the exact moment my kick

collides with her chest, the pain jolting through me as though I had

been on the receiving end and yet— when I was being taken away in

restraints and a waterfall of shame, she still looked at me like she was

worried for me. a1

Right as I was at the peak of my self loathing, the bathroom door

swings open. I nearly jump out of my skin, my heart lodging in my

throat as Martina's voice rings o  the tiled walls.

"Nat's asking for you." She casually says, her tone just as uninterested

as earlier while I scramble to cover up with whatever I could get my

hands on.

Which happened to be a loofah.

I must have looked like a worm in salt, almost slipping on my ass

trying to shut the water as I peeked out of the shower in disbelief.

Martina only stood there, barely any expression on her face as she

holds out a phone to me.

"You could have waited outside!" I whisper yell, shaking the water

from my hand before taking the device.

"Whatever you have, I have too." She sasses.

"Barely!" I groan, stepping back into the shower as I press the phone

to my ear. a3

"I see you've met Marty." Nat's amused tone dri s through the

speakers, just the sound of her voice instantly covering me in a

distant sense of relief. a1

"I have. She's very... intrusive!" I purposely louden my voice, eyes

looking at the girl's silhoutte through the wavy glass.

"I can hear you!" Martina exclaims in irritation.

"Then get out!" I reason, matching her volume. It was increasingly

uncomfortable, being butt naked around a kid I just met— who also

happened to own a shit ton of guns.

"You have my phone, dimwit!" Martina spits, hopping onto the

counter as I deflate.

"You're getting along well." Natasha teases, I could practically hear

the smile on her face.

"Where are you? Did they buy it?" I ask, desperate for any kind of

information— any detail of the mess i've made and maybe, she'd

throw in a comment or two about how Wanda's doing.

Not that i'm curious or anything. a1

"I'm in a taxi, heading to the compound. I trashed the van. I'll figure

something out, okay? I'll try and talk to Tony." Natasha says so ly,

almost sadly as I press my back against the tiled walls for support.

"Is W— is everyone okay?" I catch my tongue before it slips, harshly

hanging my head back to pound against the wall at my defeat.

"Everyone's fine. Don't flatter yourself, we've been in much worse

fights." Natasha hums lightly. Then silence sets in.

"Wanda's fine. She's been calling nonstop since we le ." Natasha

sighs, answering the biggest question I refused to utter without even

a hint from my end, much to my relief.

"Thank you." I whisper, shutting my eyes.

"Look, I'll find a way to call you later. Until then, remember

everything I said. The only person you can talk to is Marty. Don't leave

the building until I say it's safe to." She instructs sternly, just like the

way she did before we parted.

"Yeah."

"I have to go now. If you need anything just ask Marty." Natasha says

almost unwillingly. I really didn't want her to put it down, to be alone

with my head the way I've been for most of my life.

But I can't burden her any more than I already have.

"Nat?" I whisper breathlessly.

"Yes?" She replies, so er than before.

"I'm sorry."

Silence.

"I know. Be safe, Lexa." Is the last thing she says before the line goes

dead.

I keep the phone pressed to my ear for god knows how long, refusing

to let the silence seep in and swallow me whole. For the first time in

my life, I was genuinely afraid of the night. The comfort it used to

bring dri ed o  into the wind, along with the ashes of all i've set

aflamd. I thought maybe I could ask Martina to stay, ask her if she'd

had dinner— maybe even talk a little. A er the night I had, the last

thing I wanted was to be le  with myself.

Eventually, a er a quick rehearsal of what to say, I peek out of the

shower, handing the phone back to Martina who swi ly and harshly

took it from my hands before storming out once again and not

leaving me even a second to get a word out. When the sound of the

front door slamming shut thunders through the walls, defeat coats

every inch of me.

With a heavy heart, I reach for the knob— turning it all the way to the

hottest setting as I stood beneath the steaming stream. I scrubbed

and scrubbed until I drew blood, and when it healed I went again. I

couldn't keep count of how long I did it, how long I watched the

blood wash with the water and circle down the drain until my tears

eventually join in.

I could feel the full weight of the catastrophy bearing upon me, my

knees buckling as I crash to the floor. With my back against the wall

and the water running over me— I hang my head low as I drown in

every single thing I did wrong. Every moment ripped apart by my own

uncontrollable temper, my baggage— my darkness. It was like the

walls drew closer, slowly locking me in as my heart shatters in place

and I release the loudest, most gut wrenching scream I could muster,

like years worth of pent up frustration had finally been voiced for the

first time.

My throat felt rough, scorched and itchy all at once as the sobs echo

o  the walls. God, I must look pathetic— sitting bare on the shower

floor surrounded by cries of agony like I hadn't brought it upon

myself. But it was all I could do. I was alone— no Steve popping in for

late night sessions, no Sam making severely inappropriate jokes at

the most comical moments, no James and Vision and Nat.

No Lara.

No Wanda.

No red headed witch tugging on my nerves— no crimson energy

tossing me around like a piece of paper, no sharp back and forths and

stolen glances. No witty comebacks and relentless questions. No

confusion, no resentment— all of which I'd prefer over not having her

at all.

Not that i'd ever say it out loud.

So with the steam fogging up the class, encasing my screams and

cries and torturous pain— I li  my head and bring my finger to the

press on the glass. I don't even really understand what I'm drawing

until my arms fall back to wrap around my shaky knees. I press my

cheek up against the top of my knee, the water blurring my vision

along with the tears as I stare at the trail i've made along the glass.

A flower. a1
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"Macaroni and cheese is not dinner." I hu , begrudgingly sitting up on

my bed as Lara sat by my feet, a small pout sitting on her lips.

"It reminds me of home. Please? I'm so sick of the weird meals they

keep serving us at lunch. I'll do the dishes this time— I swear it!" She

beams, eyes glimmering with hope that made it nearly impossible to

refuse.

"Dad is going to be furious." I sigh in a last ditch e ort to try and

change her mind, but it was all to no avail. Lara was dead set on

having that ghastly boxed pasta fill her system for the evening that

she may as well carry the box around, pressed to her chest in

a ection.

The moment my feet hit the ground, she almost pounces right on me

in sheer joy. Her arms slithered around my neck, her small frame

clinging tightly against my body as I rise to my feet with the struggle

of the added weight. I bite back a smile, gently relieving myself of her

embrace as she hops to the ground in a light thud.

"I'll set the pot!" Lara bolts out of the room happily as I follow closely

behind, walking out into the empty living room, peppered with the

moonlight glaring through the windows.

"Have you heard from dad? Should we set a plate for him?" Lara calls

from the kitchen, reigniting my steps as I finally reach her place.

"He won't be home tonight but we should save him a serving

anyway." I hum, fighting against the defeated sigh daring to slip from

my lips.

Ever since we arrived in Hungary, merely fuelled by our father's

occupation— he had barely set foot long enough for his steps to

warm in his own home. He had warned us beforehand, saying that he

would have to spend more time at the lab now that they were

'working on something big' and at first, I merely expected late hours

— not days on end of us only catching mere glimpses of each other in

the early hours of the morning when he's halfway out the door.

Sometimes all I'd get is a whi  of his cologne and the sound of the

door clicking shut.

Lara was too young to care— or notice. All she really minded was her

new school, making new friends and the non negotiable contract I so

foolishly agreed to which demanded that I sit and paint with her

every night. She had a knack for the arts, my little sister. She was

quite brilliant for her age, already able to understand the concept of

shadows and dimensions while I merely stuck to the safe bets every

single time. Either a flower or a house. I'd always hate my works, but

Lara would hang it up on her side of the room like it deserved a place

next to her artful pieces.

It made things less lonely.

Lara steps away from the stove to let me click it on. The flames engulf

the bottom of the water filled pot as Lara hands me the box, happily

anticipating the way I tear it open and set the contents out on the

counter. Lara loved to linger on the nights where dinner would fall

into our responsibility, most of the time I'd be the one stirring

something up from whatever i'd get my hands on in the fridge and

Lara would make herself comfortable on the far end of the kitchen

counter, legs swinging in content as I delivered my tasks.

"Do you miss dad?" Lara asks a er a few moments of silence, her legs

stilling as curious eyes settle on me.

I make a valiant e ort to keep mh face turned away, Lara was doing

really well with the move. She had made new friends despite the

language barrier and she'd come home with the brightest smile on

her face every time. I didn't want my emotions to taint the happiness

she finally found— even if there were many, many moments i'd feel

like the whole world and more couldn't begin to make me feel less

alone.

"I don't have time to when you're being so needy all the time." I put

on a smile, watching her face light up as she hops o  the counter and

carefully places her arms around me as I pour the pasta into the pot.

"I know what you gave up for me. I love you." She whispers against

my side, our height di erence placing her head right by my sternum

as I lazily throw an arm around her.

I knew what she referred to, that moving here meant me giving up at

least a year of going to school to look a er Lara. Ever since our

mother le , it's taken a toll on everyone but most especially our

father. Ten hour work days became twelve, then fourteen, then we

moved and it became days on end. Sometimes I'd catch him with his

eyes glossed over, looking at the watch she gave him for his birthday

just years before. So with everyone falling apart, I took it upon myself

to hold things together. Lara's a good kid, she didn't deserve to su er

for a shitty marriage that fell apart.

"I didn't give anything up. This is all I need." I hum so ly, rocking us

back and forth ever so slightly.

"You're not... sad?" She asks, almost fearfully as she looks up at me

with so , rounded eyes.

"A little bit, but everyone gets sad sometimes. It's normal." I say,

plastering my words with nonchalance as I hold her tighter.

"I don't want you to be sad." Lara deflates, melting into my embrace

with a so  sigh.

"Hey." I quickly fall to my knees, aligning our heads as I hold her at

arm's length. I knew she still felt a shred of the blame for why things

fell apart and the universe knows I'd give up anything to ease her of

that burden.

"I'm happy here with you. I promise. Now go set the table and maybe

we can watch some TV and paint a little a er dinner, yeah?" At my

words, Lara is seems to lighten up. So with a quick hug and a small

kiss to my cheek, she runs o  to grab the plates and heads out to the

dining area.

The night was relatively calmer than usual and I think both of us felt

it. Weekdays were easier, both of us having been busy since I got a job

at a little shop just a few blocks from our place and Lara had focused

on school and making friends. With our days filled and nights

exhausted— there was really barely any time to step back and look at

the bigger picture.

Then the weekends would come, days when the house was filled with

silence and longing, merely amplifying the abundance of space we

now called our home. No matter how hard we try to fight it, it finds a

way to seep into every moment. Even when we were painting, neither

of our smiles would reach our eyes and usually, that would have been

Lara's favorite part of the day. When we finish, what would have been

the moment Lara would beam with pride at her creation— she

refused to even let me have a glimpse.

"You can't look." She says defensively when I reach for the paper.

"Why?"

"Because... I don't like it." Without another word, she crumples the

piece in her little hands, taking me by surprise as she gets up to toss it

into the trash bin.

"Are you okay?" I question, watching as she reclaims her spot on the

couch right by me.

"I'm just tired. Can we go to bed?" She leans into me, nuzzling up to

my side as I instinctively wrap an arm around her.

There was a big part of me that wanted to prod, to understand what

exactly was going through her head but she looked so exhausted— so

drained in her little frame. So I bite back the questions, only o ering

her a nod as I lead her back to our bedroom. I kneel by her bed,

pulling up the covers to reach her chin as she turns to me, eyes

swimming with melancholy before slipping her arm out from under

the blanket and taking my hand in hers.

"You won't go?" She asks, her voice was so small, so uncertain and

shaky that my heart sunk at her tone.

"Never." I hum.

Her fingers trace on my palm, the same pattern she had always done

of a flower before sending me a weak smile and burying herself once

more under the covers. When she curled up away from me, I quietly

let myself out of the room to clean up the scattered paints and

papers. Lara would ask me that when things got even a little

unsteady, she'd draw a flower on my palm and ask me not to leave—

almost the same way she begged our mother not to walk out the

door.

I find the crumpled paper sitting loosely atop the small pile of trash,

contemplation washing over me as my fingers finally reach for the

piece. With slow, careful motions I unravel the paper in my hand to

see the concoction of colors she had smeared onto the simple

canvas, painting a shaky picture of our old home. Her strokes were

rushed, insecure as though her emotions bled through the

paintbrush in her little hands. None of us le  the same, each missing

a piece as we tried to make do in the a ermath of such a devastating

change and Lara, Lara and her kind heart took the biggest blow. I

wanted nothing more than to keep her in my arms, than to keep the

cruel, cold world at bay and away from tainting her innocence, her

vibrance- but there was only so much I could shield.

So with the burning path of her little fingers leaving a haunting

sensation on the palm of my hand, I eventually end up in the bed

adjacent to hers— staring up at the ceiling for hours on end waiting

for something I knew would never come. The front door never clicks

open, no boots thudding on the ground— no door creaking open or

even a little hello. I knew he was hurting, but god— so was I.

So with the restriction of hopelessness wrapping around my neck, I

hold my palm up against my chest and close my eyes wondering how

long I could patch up a sinking boat— knowing full well that I'd let

myself drown without hesitance to keep them afloat. With another

day on the horizon, I let myself dri  o  into slumber with only the

reassurance that when i'd wake— at least i'd still have Lara.

I'd still have someone who loved me.

New York, U.S.A.

2015

I stayed up all night waiting for that call.

It never came, which was a little disheartening but I understood. The

situation was an entangled mess, and isolation was the consequence

of my brutish irresponsibility. I found that Nat mostly kept canned

goods— which was probably for convenience so I ended up just

reheating a can of soup, tearing open some crackers and curling up

on the couch with the window propped open.

The sound of the city seeped in through the gap, honking cars and

conversations tainting the empty air. Maybe I was glad to be in a city

that never slept, cause when I closed my eyes I could pretend the

conversations were my own and I wasn't all alone in that apartment

with only the white noise of the television to give me company. No

purpose, no mission, just... existing— like I did before, only with less

reason to do so.

Sometimes you think you'd be comfortable in silence, that it was

what you wanted— that silence meant peace and serenity and time

for nothing but yourself and maybe that'd work for people who

weren't constantly trying to run from their demons. Maybe it'd work if

there was something, anything else to keep them afloat and I was

sinking, rapidly.

I was going crazy.

Natasha's call never came the day a er, or the days that followed. I

counted down the hours, every day that passed by on the calendar

hung by the kitchen like an inmate carving the walls. I've been on

every inch of the apartment, curled up on the couch and the bed and

slept in the tub and rearranged the pantry to stack the cans in

alphabetical order because that shaved o  at least an hour of time

and I was just entirely desperate. Plus, there was no booze so I kind of

had to make do with my surroundings sober which was also a

nightmare.

The only real thing that gave me even a hint of comfort was listening

to Nat's vinyl records, most of which consisted of classical music. A

personal preference would have to be her record of Bruckner's

Symphony No. 8, which I've probably played more than twenty times

in the past five days just to fill the silence. I think I may have fallen

asleep to it a handful of times— once I even dreamt I was in a ballet.

It had been exactly a week since Tony's party when Martina barged

through the front door again; catching me reading one of the books

I've plucked from the shelf as the same record played from the

bedroom. She stood by the doorway, looking at me with raised brows

and judgemental gaze as I scramble to get up. I absolutely despise

the distress that little girl's presence garnered.

"You got a call." She slowly drags out, handing over her phone as she

nudged the door shut.

"Hello? Nat?" I press the device to my ear, turning away and hoping

my desperation wasn't too evident as I settle back down on the

couch.

"How are you? Are you doing okay? I would have called sooner but...

things are getting really complicated." There was something o  about

her tone, it was almost shaky and dreadful— a hair away from falling

apart.

"What do you mean? What happened?" Worry easily plagues my

entirety, my heart pounding against the inside of my chest as a

torturous silence bleeds from the speakers.

"Nat?" I prod fearfully.

"They bought our story, at least Maria did but they... initiated a vote.

It was between letting you come back or... declaring you a threat,

which would mean—"

"I know what it means." I cut her o , harsher than I intended as she

audibly deflates, a sigh escaping from her lips as the sound of her

pacing footsteps echo from the background.

"We were outnumbered. We tried to fight it but a er everything that

happened, they think you're too dangerous." She delivers the news

with a haunting air of melancholy, like her heart teetered at the tip of

her tongue with every word.

"I'm going to fix this. A lot of us want you back." She adds so ly as I

sink into my seat, head hung back in defeat as I close my eyes.

"Just stay there, okay? We can figure this out." She tries, I can hear

the desperation hidden behind her collected tone but it only

disheartens me even more.

I didn't deserve their fight, their faith, I've done nothing but wreck

every given chance to prove that my past was purely made out of

circumstance, that I became what I was because I didn't have a

choice and yet when I was given one, I willingly slipped back out of

pure familiarity.

"Nat..." I breathe out.

"Just trust me on this." Natasha pushes with broken determination,

her footsteps stilling as silence wraps around us.

"Find Lara, please. She's the one who deserves this chance." I

mumble tiredly.

" We will find her; you'll see her again but for now, just give me time.

Stay there, please." I don't think I had ever heard Natasha sound so

tender, so so  and pleading. I was bracing myself to speak, to tell her

I was tired- I was burnt out but then ruckus ensues on Natasha's end,

the mu led sound of scratchy noise booming through the speakers

as another voice joins in, one that nearly knocks the air out of my

lungs.

"Is that her? I know you talk to her. Please just let me-" Wanda's

distant voice rises above the commotion, sounding just as desperate

as Natasha did moments prior only to be drowned out by even more

senseless noise.

Then the line cuts dead.

Just like that, I'm met with silence once again as I teeter at the edge

of my seat, reeling from the a ermath of hearing her voice in so much

distress. Did she... care? She sounded like she did— like she wanted

to talk to me. God, just the mere thought of me crossing her mind

drove me deeper into the guilt of what I've done.

"Are you finished? I don't have all day." Martina chimes in from the

kitchen, walking out holding a glass of water as her eyes land on me.

"This is depressing." She hums, setting the glass down as she

approaches.

"Next time she calls, don't come up here." I utter so ly, handing her

back the device that she swi ly snatches from my grip.

"Okay I get that you're sad and all but one, you're not the boss of me

and two— get your shit together. Nat has never let anyone else up

here so I guess for a reason I clearly don't understand, you're special."

Martina says coldly, heading for the door before I could get a word

out. a1

"Wait!" I call, she freezes with a foot already out the door and looks

back at me over her shoulder.

"Do you want to have dinner here?" I finally manage to push out

amidst a spew of nerves and emotions.

"Nope." Is all she says before slamming the door shut and leaving me

with her stern sentiments in mind. a7

Special.

How could I ever be special in a way that didn't involve chaos and

madness? I was special when it came to destruction, when it came to

darkness and mistakes and isolation— I could never be special in the

way she implied, most especially not to Nat. Maybe she didn't see it

yet, maybe Natasha was still high on the hope that even a mere

fragment of me would be anything like her. Maybe soon, the daze

would subside and she'd see me as I truly am.

I know the rest already do, if not then I'd have been on my way back

to the compound.

As night fell, I found myself increasingly uneasy. With the newfound

information hanging on my heavy heart— my thoughts were almost

impossible to drown out. The music, the television, every book or

record or trinket faded with their charm as I spiraled into an

impenetrable bubble of restriction. Much like the nights at the

compound— I could barely breathe. My eyes kept dri ing to the door,

just steps away from a freedom I knew would only burn me to my

core and set aflame all Natasha has worked for.

But I just needed to breathe.

Then I remembered the night at the roo op with Steve and Wanda.

The way I felt looking out into the water, feeling the cold night air on

my skin. So I throw on one of Natasha's hoodies, using one of her

handkerchiefs to wrap around the bottom half of my face as I make

my way out the front door with utmost caution. There had to be a

way up, a way to see above the world beneath my feet and as I tread

up the remaining flights of stairs, I find that I was indeed correct

because soon enough i'm faced with the entrance to the roo op.

I push through the metal door, the loud, rusted creak echoing with

the wind as I step out onto the cold cemented floors. It wasn't the

tallest building on the block, but it was high enough for the world

below to look small. I make my way to the edge, hunched over the

waist high barrier as I watched all the cars and the people go on with

their lives. Oh how I wished to be that oblivious, to be walking home

from work with a bag of takeout and no demons to fight when the

dark sets in but alas, I was up here. a1

Away from everyone else.

Loneliness can be maddening. Pair it up with restriction and

su ocation and you're sure to lose all sense of humanity, of

rationality amidst such intense emotions. It's so easy to get lost in it,

to let it devour you. I could feel it seep into my lungs like I was

drowning and slowly filling up with the harsh taste of saltwater—

covering every inch of my entirety with its sharp, vile taste. I wanted

to feel something— anything di erent. Anything that wasn't... this.

You did this. You le .

Nothing but HYDRA's plaything.

Reckless.

Dangerous.

Naïve.

I'd get on my knees for silence that resonated within. I'd peel o  my

skin and o er my heart just to silence my mind— my ever so

relentless mind. Without truly understanding why, maybe it was out

of desperation or just pure madness, I take a step up onto the bricked

barrier. The ledge was barely thick enough to accomodate the entire

length of my feet as my toes hung at the edge. It was so cold, my

heart was in my throat and the world beneath my feet. A world that

didn't care, a world that didn't know, that would never hear me no

matter how far and wide my pained screams cover. I wanted to close

my eyes and fall forever, to keep going and never hit the ground. a2

Maybe by some miracle, I could.

"Oh god, don't make me peel you o  the sidewalk." Martina's voice

breaks throught the thick air, nearly startling me enough to lose my

balance as I snap my head over my shoulder to find her by the open

door. a1

"What the fu— how did you find me?" I nearly scream, mu led by the

cloth tied over my face as my bewildered eyes watch her approach.

"I changed my mind about dinner and you weren't there. Let's just

say i've got a reliable gut." She shrugs, going to hop onto one of the

vents protruding from the ground.

"You know, you look worse every time I see you. That says a lot

considering you first arrived covered in blood." She hums, completely

uninterested or concerned about my positioning.

"Leave me alone." I sigh, turning back to look ahead.

"You were practically begging me to eat with you and now you're

shunning me? You're a real nutcase." I hear her feet hit the ground,

her footsteps beginning to gain distance until it stops.

"If you're going to kill yourself, pick something a little less dramatic—

and messy." She says flatly.

"I'm not going to kill myself." I groan, finally stepping o  of the edge

and turning back to face Martina, who stood by the door.

"So you stand on ledges for what? Dramatic e ect?" Sarcasm drips

from her lips, crossing her arms over her chest as she speaks.

"I can't kill myself. It's physically impossible." I deflate, tearing my

eyes away from her scrutinizing gaze.

"Don't make me regret asking but why?" She promptly questions.

"It's— my thing. I heal really really quickly. If I jumped, all my bones

would come back together within a second and I'd just end up

waltzing back in here like an idiot." I reveal begrudgingly. I could feel

her stare burning through me— and before I could even move to look

back at her I feel the blade of a knife dig into my arm.

A knife she threw. a5

"What the fuck!" I yelp in pain, my eyes nearly bulging out of their

sockets as I retrieve the knife from its embedded place.

I look back at Martina in disbelief, but she only stood in awe as my

skin melts back together like nothing had ever even happened. She

didn't really care that I could probably snap her neck with one hand—

or that she just made me exceptionally mad. She was just amazed,

looking like an actual child for the first time since we met.

"What was that for?" I exclaim angrily, tossing the weapon onto the

ground with a loud tinge of metal hitting the cement.

"Holy fuck, it's true." She breathes, jogging up to me as she hastily

grabs my arm to inspect the area she hit, her slender fingers digging

into my skin that had only been le  with little splots of blood and no

sign of a wound.

"What do you mean it's true? Why would I lie about that?" I seethe,

harshly tearing my arm away from her grip as she shrugs.

"I don't know— dramatic e ect. You're up here all broody and sad.

Plus, I kind of thought you were like— crazy or something." She

explains casually, picking up the discarded knife and slipping it back

into her pocket.

"You are fucking unbelievable. You're lucky I don't murder ten year

olds." I growl, rubbing my arm.

"I'm thirteen, asshole. And you couldn't touch me even if you tried.

Now, I'm starving so if you'd rather eat alone and listen to that god

awful music for the hundredth time— lets go." She spins on her heel,

heading to the exit without another word as I sank into my place,

dumbfounded and trying to comprehend what exactly just

happened. a1

"Do I need to give you an oscar or what? Scene's done, i'm hungry.

Come on." She beckons and for some odd reason, I follow. a2

"You're thirteen?" I ask, confusion dripping from my tone as we make

our way down the flight of stairs.

"Another word and I'll make you a human pin cushion." a2

Continue reading next part 
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